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Churchill Downs: Spring Meet 2017 
Eighteenth Day: Sunday, May 28, 2017 
Post Time: 12:45 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats To Date: 172-47-30-26—27%W, 60%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
RACE ONE 
NORTH OF EDEN has never put forth a poor effort for trainer Matt Frazier 
and has run well in her past two main track starts, the most recent of 
which coming off a near two-month layoff against similar rivals at 
Keeneland 17 days ago, where she set a slow, pressured pace but stayed on 
to be second of eight, beaten two lengths for the win. She will be tighter this 
this time around making her second start off the shelf and beat two 
entrants in this compact field—LADY AMERICA and SOUL STRATEGY—in 
her last race. I like the turn back to this one-turn, eight-furlong trip, as she 
figures to stalk projected front-runner GRANTASTICA and while the inside 
post isn’t the pace the be coming out of chute, there has been a strong 
inside bias in Louisville of late; choice. GRANTASTICA gets wheeled back 
off 10 days rest by trainer Jack Van Berg, and this bay filly should have 
things her own way on the front-end in a field choc-full of closers—always a 
solid angle. She pressed a hot pace from the opening bell in her last start 
while breaking from a wide post draw, was four-wide at the quarter-pole 
and retreated in the final eighth of a mile. She stretches out off her past 
five outings to a distance at which she has failed to hit the board from 
three prior efforts, but she’s the controlling speed in a paceless race; gate-
to-wire threat. PRECISELY PONTI has been a hot commodity at the claim 
box of late, and this chestnut daughter of Gio Ponti will make her first start 
for new connections on the rise in this heat. She improved when dropping 
down to face conditioned $8K types in her last start and the blinkers came 
off, however her past form at distances beyond six-panels is atrocious. 
She’s another who returns to the races off short rest, and she was well-
beaten on this class level-two starts back in Hot Springs; tab for a minor 
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award. SOUL STRATEGY ran like she needed her last start of a near two-
month layoff, as she broke slow and hit her best stride too late in a mile 
and a sixteenth affair at Churchill 17 days ago. She will likely improve on 
that effort making the second start of her current form cycle, however 
she’s a deep closer in a field with no early pace; on the fringes. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-2-6-5 
 
 
RACE TWO 
SPORTSCASTER returns to the races off a two-month plus layoff for trainer 
Dale Romans, and the bay son of Harlan’s Holiday won his last start off the 
shelf by open lengths facing open $16,000 claiming stock on the grass at 
Gulfstream Park. He has run well in his past two outings hooking tougher 
$16K starter allowance types in South Florida, and he should appreciate 
the slight stretch out, as he’s at his best at his mile and a sixteenth trip on 
the weeds. He possesses effective tactical speed and has finished in the 
money in 50 percent of his lifetime starts on the Matt Winn Turf Course; 
formidable. CONSULTATION has impressive lifetime turf numbers having 
won three-of-six starts on the grass, and he finished in the money in two 
others. The bay son of Candy Ride (Arg) should get a ground-saving trip on 
the fence under jockey Miguel Mena and while he exits $30K conditioned 
claiming company to tackle starter allowance foes, he does have a reliable 
finishing kick on turf and should get a good trip stalking MAN OF 
STATURE, who breaks just to his outside. Throw out the last race, which 
was taken off the turf and contested on a “sloppy”, sealed surface at Fair 
Grounds, and he looks more appealing; dirt-to-turf angle playable. The 
extended time off seemed to have agreed with MAMBO AT THE GYM, as 
the bay gelding annexed a conditioned claiming race for a quarter in his 
first start in nearly five-months in impressive fashion, as he broke slow, 
weaved his way through traffic and won going away on opening night. He’ll 
be tighter this time around for trainer Mike Maker, however he steps up in 
class and is a dicey one-for-15 lifetime on the lawn. He’s an underlay at 5-2 
on the morning line; figures for part, taking a stand against for top honors. 
PLUG CATCHER faced a sharp horse in Lieutenant Seany O in his last start, 
and he will return to his preferred surface—turf—in this affair. Chestnut 
son of Roman Ruler is a tick cheap for the $16K starter allowance level but 
is an honest $5K campaigner and won his last start at a mile and a 
sixteenth on the grass three starts back in New Orleans. He’ll come 
running in the lane; using in the exotics. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-1-7-6 
 
 
RACE THREE 
FLEET GOLD DIGGER will make his first start off the claim for trainer 
Steve Hobby, who haltered this guy for a quarter out of his last race at 
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Churchill 24 days ago and it’s worth noting that Morning Buzz ($8) came 
out of that heat to win yesterday’s second race for a $25,000 tag. 
Maryland-bred son of Not For Love’s lifetime numbers in Louisville and at 
a seven-furlong distance on the main track don’t inspire much confidence 
(winless in 11 prior starts at Churchill, zero-for-seven lifetime at the 
distance), but he ran well in an a $25K optional claiming/money-since 
allowance race at Hawthorne two starts back and has won his past two 
races in Chicago facing nickel starter allowance company. He was making 
up ground late in his last start over the local strip on this class level; gets 
the nod. The veteran campaigner ICE CREAM TRUCK’s form has improved 
of late while moving up in class, and he will make his first start off the 
claim in this heat for trainer Joe Sharp. Consistent son of Pleasantly 
Perfect has finished in the money in 14 of his past 23 starts and won his 
last race at a seven-furlong trip by open lengths, beating a next-out winner 
in the process. He seems to respond to jockey Corey Lanerie’s handling and 
has run well against starter allowance company in the past in Ohio; 
contender. ALMOST ENGLISH has finished in the money in six-of-eight 
lifetime starts under the Twin Spires and finished with interest in his last 
start on this class level 31 days ago. He has hit the board in six-of-seven 
outings to date in 2017, primarily over the inordinately deep going at 
Mahoning Valley, and the seven-year-old son of Tapit has a reliable closing 
kick on this class level. He should love the slight stretch out to a seven-
eighths trip; threat. TIREE will make his first start off the claim for trainer 
Wayne Catalano and steps up to starter allowance company after scoring 
an impressive win against open $5K types two weeks ago. He has failed to 
menace in his past three starts facing comparable starter allowance 
adversaries, however, and he stretches out an eighth of a mile this 
afternoon; minor award candidate. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-2-5-6 
 
 
RACE FOUR 
The gray LEADING CAUSE ran a big race off a near six-month layoff 
stretching out to a mile and an eighth for the first time, as the son of 
Creative Cause stalked a legitimate pace, made a solid move turning for 
home then stayed on well to be second behind a clear winner. He figured to 
get a ton out of that race and will in all likelihood improve in this spot, and 
he should get a great trip clocking the projected front-runner FIREBALL 
SHOT in this mile and a quarter marathon. He acts as if he’ll love this 10-
furlong trip and will be much tighter this time around; major player. 
PERFECT PARTNER is an improving son of Curlin that ran well against an 
inside speed bias when stretching out to a nine-furlong trip in the slop on 
Derby Day, as he was four-wide at the quarter-pole and was making up 
ground late in the lane. $550,000 bay has plenty of upside making just his 
third career start and 10-furlongs seems to be well within his scope. He’ll 
get pounded at the windows (8-5 morning line), however, and his form 
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may have been enhanced by the sloppy going in his last start; logical 
contender, taking a stand against for top honors. SIR BALLANTINE 
finished three lengths behind the top choice in a strung-out field when 
returning to maiden allowance company and stretching out to a nine-
furlong trip in his last start, and his form has improved of late without 
blinkers. He bobbled at the start and was five-wide at the quarter-pole in 
the last race, and he has faced some tough maiden allowance customers in 
the past, including eventual stakes winners Multiplier and Arklow; 
formidable. DARLINGLY BOLD is a $370,000 son of Bodemeister out of a 
Malibu Moon mare that has a license to improve in just his third career 
start, and he hooked a nice horse in the making in Ntestinalfortitude in his 
last start, as that rival came back to break his maiden by 11 and a quarter 
lengths on Friday, covering six-furlongs in a tight 1:09 2/5. Bay colt 
hooked a pair of next-out winner on debut, and he should be more in touch 
with the early pace stretching out to a mile and a quarter distance off a 
pair of one-turn efforts; improvement expected at a square price. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-7-4-5 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
BARRY’S SWING takes a marked class drop in for a dime from the maiden 
$45K ranks and turns back in distance in this spot looking for form 
reversal for trainer Dale Romans, as the bay colt beat one horse on the 
slight drop in his last race at Churchill on April 29th, but he did get bumped 
around at the half-mile pole in that affair and was never involved 
afterwards. He ran well in the penultimate effort two starts back in 
Lexington for a $50K tag and if you toss the lone turf start and draw a line 
through his troubled trip last out, he looks pretty salty; choice on the drop. 
TIDES returns to the races off a two-month plus vacation for the sizzling-
hot Brendan Walsh barn, an outfit that wins at a high-percentage with 
horses coming off extended layoffs. Well-bred Malibu Moon ridgling has 
never hit the board and both his prior dirt starts are uninspiring, but he 
has never been in this cheap and it’s difficult it ignore anything this outfit 
currently leads over at the tilt; contender. CONQUEST SKEDADDLE was 
one-paced in the stretch when taking a two-pronged drop in class in his 
most recent outing 17 days ago, but his form did improve, and he figures to 
be forwardly placed on the slight stretch out in this spot in a field without a 
lot of early speed types signed-on. He’ll make just his second start for 
trainer Matt Shirer, who has made the most of limited opportunities thus 
far in 2017 and seems to have found the level at which this fellow can be 
competitive; threat. MY BOY LANE demonstrated some improvement 
when dropping down to the $10,000 maiden claiming level blinker-free two 
starts back, and he will appreciate the slight cut back in distance. He tends 
to lack a winning move the last quarter-mile, however; best effort yields a 
minor placing.  
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SELECTIONS: 9-3-2-6 
 
 
RACE SIX 
I’ll take a shot with LUNA DE LOCO in the sixth, a competitive $62,000 
optional claiming/second-tier allowance heat at a seven-eighths trip on the 
main track, as the chestnut ran a big race in his first start off the claim for 
the high-percentage Brad Cox outfit while stepping up in class, and he will 
get blinkers and stretch out a sixteenth of a mile in this affair. He was only 
a head off a nice horse in Control Stake in his most recent outing and has 
been banging heads with some tough customers all winter in Louisiana and 
Arkansas including fellow entrants TANNER’S POPSICLE, SPEIGHTSONG, 
and COUNTERFORCE. He should get a great trip stalking a hot pace carved 
out by TANNER’S POPSICLE and MALIBU SUNSET and fueled by 
SPEIGHTSONG and COUNTERFORCE, and he’s an overlaid 8-1 on the 
morning line; choice, at a square price. COUNTERFORCE has improved in 
each start off a six-month plus layoff for the Asmussen barn, and he was 
only a length and change off a hard-knocking competitor in Abbaa in his 
last start in Hot Springs, a race that was run in a swift 1:09 flat. He 
finished a length and a quarter behind fellow entrant TANNER’S POPSICLE 
in that outing but was in tight quarters at the eighth-pole, which surely 
compromised his chances. He’s eligible for improvement in his third start 
off the shelf; contends with a clean trip. TANNER’S POPSICLE is a nice 
horse that tends to break running, can lay down :21 and change, :45 and 
change splits and still hang around to have a say in the outcome. On the 
down side, this class level is a tick below his scope and he will have to fend 
off other front-running types in a race in which the early splits figure to be 
swift. He likes Churchill Downs, but is a cut below others in class in for 
$62,500; cannot eliminate with confidence. SHARP ART is a late running 
sprinter that will get quick splits in front of him to set up his closing kick, 
and he’s a very consistent horse that has finished in the money in nine of 
his past 14 starts. He was only three-parts off a length off the top choice 
when dropping out of grade three stakes company in his last race, and his 
past three losses have been to some nice racehorses—Mayor Mac, 
Whitmore and Black Bear. He’ll fire from off the pace and the race sets up 
for him; using in the exotics. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-9-3-4 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
The Claiborne Farm homebred JAUNT is the recipient of an unfortunate 
wide post draw, however the bay daughter of Harlan’s Holiday seems to 
have enough natural tactical speed to overcome the 11-hole in this eight-
furlong turf contest. Three-year-old filly is at her best at today’s flat mile 
trip on the weeds, has finished in the money in four-of-five turf starts 
lifetime and will likely improve in her second start off a three-month layoff 
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for trainer Shug McGaughey; rates top billing. NO FAULT’s form has 
improved noticeably with the addition of blinkers, and this bay Blame filly 
hasn’t missed the trifecta in her past four starts for trainer Vicki Oliver. 
She gave a good account of herself as the tepid favorite in an off-the-turf 
heat on Derby Day, as she stalked an honest pace and finished third of 
eight, beaten a length and change for all the money. She will appreciate the 
surface change this afternoon; dirt-to-turf angle very playable. 
ETTALUSIVE ran the best race of her career to date in her grass debut, 
where she launched a mid-pack rally to finish two lengths off a useful horse 
in Egg Roll in her last start at Keeneland in late April. She a license to 
move forward off that effort in the third start of her current form cycle, 
and she gets the services of jockey Brian Hernandez, Jr.; threat. The gray 
Macho Uno filly SHOYOYA figured to need her last start off a near two-
month hiatus, and she has four works under her belt since that effort for 
trainer Ian Wilkes, including a sharp half-mile move in Louisville in :47 1/5 
on May 11th. She gets second-time Lasix, is bred to handle the surface 
change to turf and the stretch out around two-turns. She’s 15-1 on the 
morning line; improvement expected at a price. 
 
SELECTIONS: 11-7-9-2 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
The gray Tapit mare SARDINIA ran a deceptively good race off a two-
month plus layoff in her last start on the grass at Keeneland, as she was 
only five lengths and change behind a nice Juddmote Farm Euro-import in 
Grand Jete, and the consistent five-year-old has finished in the money in 
seven-of-11 lifetime starts. She returns to her preferred surface—dirt—in 
this spot and turns back in distance for trainer Mike Maker, who annexed 
the first on today’s card with Okbyecya ($19.60). She’ll be tighter in her 
second start off the sidelines; choice. ANNATHELA has run well in a pair of 
starts off the layoff for trainer Rusty Arnold, and she was only two lengths 
off Ivy Bell ($8) in her last start at Keeneland in a heat that went in 1:10 
1/5, and that rival came back to win yesterday’s ninth race, a competitive 
second-tier/optional claiming event. She will likely move forward in the 
third start of her current form cycle and has never been off the board at 
Churchill Downs from four prior efforts; contender. PUT DA BLAME ON ME 
stalked a swift pace in her last start at Churchill Downs 26 days ago and 
was a good second behind the aforementioned Ivy Bell, besting fellow 
entrant ANNATHELA by a half-length in the process. Her lifetime numbers 
in Louisville (zero-for-six) and at this eight-furlong distance (zero-for-four) 
are uninspiring, but she’s another that can improve in her third start off 
the shelf; threat. STREET BIZ has a penchant for show dough, but the 
daughter of Nobiz Like Shobiz did break her maiden by open lengths in 
1:10 2/5 in Hot Springs, but she has lacked a winning finishing move in 
three starts against winners. The blinkers have only helped moderately; 
tab for a minor award. 
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SELECTIONS: 8-6-5-3 
 
 
RACE NINE 
I’ll put the longshot (8-1 morning line) CURLINS PRIDE on top in this wide-
open, non-descript entry-level allowance heat going a mile and three-
eighths on the weeds, as the gray has given a good account of himself in his 
past two turf starts, the most recent of which at an “about” a mile and 
three-furlong trip at Indiana Grand last summer. He hasn’t been seen at 
the races since that effort but ran well off an extended layoff at Churchill 
Downs last June over a “fast” main track, where he was third behind a pair 
of next-out winners including the eventual multiple graded stakes winner 
Honorable Duty. He’ll get a ground-saving trip on the hedge in this turf 
marathon under jockey Brian Hernandez, Jr.; fires fresh. WAR DADDY has 
run well in a pair of starts against winners on the main track and while his 
lifetime turf numbers don’t show it, he does have useful past form on the 
lawn. He was on the wrong end of a photo for the win in his only prior turf 
start at a distance beyond nine-furlongs, however that was over an 
unconventional course at Kentucky Downs. He should like stretching out 
off a mile and a sixteenth heat and Lanerie stays put; dirt-to-turf angle 
playable. CITE has finished in the money in 50 percent of his turf starts 
lifetime for trainer Billy Mott, ran well when stepping out of conditioned 
claiming company into the allowance ranks in his last start, and he’s a late 
running son of Blame that has been effective at a nine-furlong trip on turf 
in the past and acts as if he’ll relish the stretch out to a mile and three-
eighths. I’m not crazy about the wide post draw, but he’s 5-1 on the 
morning line; plenty to like. LUCKY RAMSEY has been first-or-second in 
four-of-six starts lifetime over the local turf course, and he faced a talented 
horse in Speight Swiftly in his last start in Lexington and was only beaten 
six lengths and change for all the money. He figures to be forwardly placed 
by jockey Channing Hill in this turf marathon choc-full of closers, though 
HONOVI should be prominent early as well. He has a license to improve in 
his third start off the sidelines and has been first-or-second in sixty 
percent of his turf starts lifetime; using in the exotics. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-6-10-4 
 
 
RACE TEN 
The well-named SPICOLI looks playable in the nightcap “get out” race, as 
the son of Into Mischief takes a significant class drop for trainer Mike 
Maker and will try the dirt—a surface he’s bred top and bottom (he out of a 
Fusaichi Pegasus mare) to love. His past form is consistently inconsistent, 
but he ran well on debut against maiden allowance company and was a 
good third two starts back for a $30K tag; choice. AMERICAN RIDE takes a 
hard drop in class from maiden allowance company to this maiden 
claiming heat for a dime, and he hooked a “live” field on debut in a race 
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that went in a quick 1:09 4/5. He’ll make his first start for Donnie K. Von 
Hemel with blinkers and is 20-1 on the morning line; contends on the drop 
at a price. SHYSTERMEISTER has yet to hit the board and showed little in 
his dirt debut in his last start, but he does drop down in class from the 
$30,000 maiden claiming ranks this afternoon. He’s eligible to move 
forward in his third start off the shelf; threat. The five-year-old maiden 
SATURDAY FUN will stretch out around two-turns for the first time in 
2017 and while he was well-beaten in his last start on this class level, he 
typically runs his race to pick up a paycheck. He’ll be more in touch with 
the early pace stretching out, and I like the rider change to Chris Landeros. 
His penchant for minor award makes him appealing when spreading in 
exotic wagers. 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-8-7-9  


